
Project Objectives

• Place histories in geographic context and 
link to digital resources.

• Build a query method to support browsing 
the data

“You’ve got to be careful if you don’t know where you are 
going, because you might not get there.”

– Yogi Berra



Objective:
 

Place histories
 

in geographic context 
and link to digital resources.

“There is properly no history, only biography”
– Ralph Waldo Emerson

Data: 
– People
– Families
– Companies
– Governments, etc..

Sources: 
– City Directories
– Telephone Books
– Other name-rich resources



Histories: From Page to Data



Histories: From Page to Data

Four steps to convert from image to data:

1) Page image processed by Optical Character Recognition 
[OCR] Engine to obtain text

2) Custom parsing software converts text into spreadsheets

3) Spreadsheets manually reviewed for errors and corrected

4) Corrected spreadsheets loaded into relational database



Histories: From Page to Data
Step 1: Page image processed by Optical Character Recognition [OCR] 

Engine to obtain text
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Step 1: Page image processed by Optical Character Recognition [OCR] 

Engine to obtain text



Histories: From Page to Data
Step 2: Custom parsing software converts text into spreadsheets

• Corrects common OCR 
mistakes

• Replaces common 
abbreviations

(‘Saml’ ‘Samuel’)
(‘clk’ ‘clerk’)

• Splits line of text into 
separate fields

• Determines sex of people



Histories: From Page to Data
Step 2: Custom parsing software converts text into spreadsheets



Histories: From Page to Data
Step 3: Spreadsheets manually reviewed for errors and corrected

Step 4: Corrected spreadsheets loaded into relational database



Objective:
 

Place histories in geographic context
 and link to digital resources.

Data: 
– Spatial Coordinates
– Cities
– Buildings
– Streets, etc..

Sources: 
– Maps
– Plans
– Sanborn Maps of Florida



http://palmm.fcla.edu/sanborn

1884 1887 1889

Using the Sanborn® maps to track change over time

Tampa, Florida

http://web.uflib.ufl.edu/digital/collections/sanborn/index.htm
http://palmm.fcla.edu/sanborn


Tampa -
 

1884 Tampa -
 

1903

↑
Fancy Oils

Barber
Cabinet Shop

Mostly Wooden 
Structures

↑
Saloon

Café
Wholesale Liquor

Saloon

Mostly Brick 
Structures

Yellow = Wooden Structure               Blue/Green = Stone Structure               Red/Pink = Brick Structure



Geographic Context: Map to Data



Geographic Context: Map to Data

Four steps to convert from map image to data:

1) Map image is geo-rectified, placing it in the larger 
geographic context of the world.

2) Individual features indexed from the map image

3) Features matched between maps from different years 

4) Geographic data loaded into the growing database



Geographic Context: Map to Data

Step 1: Map image is geo-rectified, placing it in a 
larger geographic context.

Establishes the relationship between page coordinates (i.e. x,y) of a 
planar map of image with known real-world coordinates (i.e. latitude, 
longitude)

Control points, points with known real-world coordinates, are used 
during this process.

Once complete, every point on the map corresponds to a real-world 
coordinate point.



Geographic Context: Map to Data

Step 2: Individual features indexed from the map image

A new GIS point layer is added to the map.

Each building is identified by placing a point feature on the map. 

Additionally, the following information is recorded:
- Use Description (i.e. ‘Saloon’, ‘Dwelling’, ‘Hotel’)
- Street Number
- Street
- Location Description
- Block number and sheet number (if applicable)



= I N D E X E D   S T R U C T U R E

Geographic Context: Map to Data



Geographic Context: Map to Data



Geographic Context: Map to Data

Step 3: Features matched between maps of different years

All the maps for a city are loaded into the GIS software.

Fading between maps of different years allows assistants to visually 
identify buildings and features which are common between the different 
years.  

This building and feature information is saved so the data reflects that  a 
feature which spans the map years appears only as one feature or 
building.

For example, the Alachua Hotel in may be in the same building he 
Gainesville Hotel occupied in 1912.



Geographic Context: Map to Data

Step 4: Geographic data loaded into the growing database



Objective:
 

Place histories in geographic context and 
link to digital resources.

Sources: 
– Government Records
– Books
– Monographs
– Pamphlets
– Photographs
– Postcards
– Newspapers
– Artifacts



Linking to digital resources

Variety of ways to link to digital resources
– Link via static URL
– OAI-PMH
– Z.35



Database Architecture



Objective:
 

Build a query method to support 
browsing the data.

Requirements:
– Must be web based
– Needs to be simple to use
– Must support sophisticated research needs
– Geographic Interface



Query Tool Architecture



Demo: Internet 
Interface

The user may either 
point and click, 
or, 
construct a particular 
search strategy;  

here, by building Information.

The user has zoomed into 
a location of interest on a
period Sanborn® map :

here, Gainesville, 1884.



Demo: Internet 
Interface

In this case, the user has 
decided to search “Building 
Use” for “Cigar Factories”.



Demo: 
Internet 
Interface

The cigar factory in this block 
is identified by a red dot.

If the user so desired, all of 
the cigar factories in 
Gainesville, 
or, 
in any or all 
of the target cities could be 
seen.



Demo: 
Internet 
Interface

Clicking on a red dot 

(or, on any building) 

displays all of the 
known information 
about that building’s 
use and occupants 
at that approximate 
time in history.

Advanced queries will allow 
searches of building uses 
and occupants over time.

This information is extracted from 
name-rich resources.



Demo: 
Internet 
Interface

When the user clicks 
on an alternate use 

– say, Grocery –

red dots indicate 
the location of 
other grocers.



Demo: 
Internet 
Interface

By clicking the red dot 
of any of these locations, 

information about that 
location is displayed.



Demo: 
Internet 
Interface

Clicking either a use or 
an occupant’s name 
launches a query 
against targeted 
collections.



Alachua County Archives. Ancient Records.
Marriage License
Charles A. Sheldon and Grace T. Wilson

Alachua County Library District. Heritage Collection.
Photograph
Sheldon Whole Goods

PALMM Collections
Full Text
Charles Sheldon Grocer to the Wealthy Retrieval lists, 

sorted by 
holding institution,

display a thumbnail 
together  with brief 

descriptive information.



Demo: 
Internet 
Interface

A selection invokes 
a new browser window 
to display the selected 
resource.



Spanish Corner
Built 1725
First home of Padre
Pascal, who …

Union House
Built 1866
Federal jail house
constructed after 
Union Troops …

Sheldon Drake
Born 1823 
Died 1901
Developed a new 
Means of processing 
oranges for …

The Roman Catholic 
Cathedral
Built: 1823
From this building the Catholic
Church governed the diocese 
of Florida …
Look Inside

Inside the Roman
Catholic Cathedral
Built: 1823
… held the first gilded 
alter in North America …
Look Outside

The Near Future of Time-Tourism 
Beyond the Internet    :    Aware Digital Cameras,     Cell Phones,     etc.



Digital Collections -- http://palmm.fcla.edu

http://web.uflib.ufl.edu/digital/collections/EphemeralCities/proposal.htm
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